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Background materials issued when the President submitted his
proposal to Congress on June 26, 1976:
A
B

F
G
H

- Message to Congress
- Remarks on Signing
·-Summary Fact Sheet
- Detailed Fact Sheet
May 15 decision paper on bill reported by the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE) on May 14.
7 Draft Statement given to the President and which he
modified and then used in Ohio
President's Statement in Ohio.
- SUGGESTED Q&As

Notes:
The basic strategy in responding should be to keep attention
focused on the need for the Congress to pass quickly the bill .
reported by JCAE. This bill is critical to the whole program,
including the.work necessary for a Portsmouth add-on plant.
The gut questions from informed people will be:
Are you really committed to·build the Portsmouth addition?
In summary, answer should be:
Need Congressional action of NFAA first; President
will move to implement the bill as soon as it passes.
Will the Government reopen its order book?
In summary, answer should be:
Four private groups are already talking with prospective
customers, so the "order book" is already open to domestic
and foreign. customers. President pledged last June that
Government would be sure that uranium enrichment services
will be available to those customers when needed; that
services would be supplied by the Government from
national stockpile if private plants aren't producing
when services are needed. The Portsmouth add-on plant
would help provide capacity to back up this commitment.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
TO THE CONGRESS ·oF THE UNITED STATES:
Ev,ery so often, a Nati.on finds itself at a .crossroads.
Sometimes, it is.fortunate and recognizes .it h~sa choice.
Sometimes,. it does not.
.
'
- . .
We are at sucb a crossroads in America today.
The. course we select will touch the lives of most of us
before the end of this century and surely affect the ·,lives
of generations. of Americans yet to come.
·
·
· ·
. Today, I am asking the Congress· to. join me· in. embarkin'g
this Nation on an exciting new course which will help· assure ·
the energy ;independence we seek and a significant-ly strengthened
economy at the same time.
·
I am referring to the establishment of an entirely new
private industry in America to provide the ruel for nuclear
power .reactors -- the energy resource of the ·future·. r· _am
:referring to uranium enrichment which is presently a Federal
Government monopoly.
Without question, our energy future will becoine more
reliant on nuclear energy as the supplies of oil and·natural
gas diminish.
The ques1;:1,ons we must answer are (1) whether the major
capital pequi~ements for constructing new uranium enrichment
facilities ~ill-be paid for by ~he Federal t~xpayer or by
private enterprise, and (2) whether a major new and expanding
segment of our economy will be under the control of the Federal
Government or the private sector.
The private sector has already demonstrated its capability
to build and operate uranium· enr.ichment facilities under
contracts with the Federal Government. Since it is also
willing to provide the capital needed to construct new
more
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uranium enrichment plants, I am asking the Congress to enact
legislation to enable American industry -- with all its
financial resources, management capability and technical
ingenuity -- to provide the enriched uranium needed to fuel
nuclear power plant~.
·
··
I believe this is the proper and correct course. for
America to take. The alternative is continued Federal
monopoly of this service at a cost to the taxpayers of at
least $30 billion over the next 15 years.
The enrichment of uranium -- which means, in brief,
the fissionable U-235 in uranium from non-fissionable
parts to provide a more potent mixture to fuel nuclear
reactors -- is an essential step in nuclear power production.
sepa~ating

For more than twenty years, the United States
Goyernment has supplied the enrichment services for every
nuclear reactor in America and for many others throughout
the world. Our leadership in this important field has enabled
other nations to enjoy the benefits of nuclear power under
secure and prudent conditions. At the same time, this effort
has been helpful in persuading other nations to accept
international safeguards and forego development of nuclear
weapons. In addition, the sale of our enrichment services
in foreign countries has returned hundreds of millions
of dollars to the United States.
These enrichment services have been-provided by plants
owned by the Government and operated by private industry -in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah, Kentucky.
A $1-billion improvement program is now underway to increase
the production capacity of these plants by 60 percent. But
this expanded capacity cannot meet the anticipated needs of
the next 25 years.
The United States is now committed to supply the fuel
needs for several hundred nuclear power plants scheduled to
begin operation by the early 1980's. Since mid-1974, we
have been unable to accept new orders for enriched uranium
because our plant capacity -- including the $1-billion
improvement -- is fully committed.
In short, further increases in enrichment capacity depend
on construction of additional plants, with seven or eight years
required for each plant to become fully operational.
more
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Clearly, decisions must be made and actions. taken today
if w~ are.· to insure an adequate supply of enriched uranium for
the nuclear power needs .of the future and if we are to retain
our position as a major supplier of enriched uraniumto the
world.
It is my opinionthat American private enterprise is best
sui ted .to meet those needs. Already, private indust,ry. ha.s
demonstrated its willingness to pursue the major responsibilities
involved in this effort.
With proper licensing,
safeguards, cooperation and limlted assur·ances from the F~deral
Government, the private sector can do the job effectively c;nd
efficiently -- and at enormous savings to the American taxpayer.
In this way, direct public benefit~- will be provided on a
long-term basis by private capital, npt by taxpayers.
Accordingly, I am proposing legislation to the Congress
to authorize Government assurances necessary for private
enterprise to enter into this vital field.
A. number of compe-lling reasons argue for private ownership,
as well as operatlon, of uranium enrichment plants. The market
for nuclear fuel is predominantly in the private sector~ The
process of uranium enrichment is clearly industrial in nature.
The.. uranium enrichment process has the making of a new
industry for the private sector in much the same tradition as
the pro.cess for synthetic rubber -- with early Govern111ent
development eventually being replaced by private enterprise.
One of the strengths of America's free enterprise system
is its ~bility to respond to unusual challenges and opportunities
with ingenuity, vigor and flexibility. A significant
opportunity may be in store for many firms -- old and new -to participate in the growth of the uranium enrichment industry.
Just as coal and fuel oil are supplied to electric utilities
by private firms on a competitive basis, enriched uranium should
be supplie4 to them in the same fashion in the future.
The energy consumer also stands to benefit. The production
of nuclear power now costs between 25 and 50 percent less than
electricity produced from fossil fuels. It is not vulnerable
to the supply '!'fhims or unwarranted price decrees of foreign
energy suppliers. And based on the past fifteen years of
experience,_commercial nuclear power has an unparalleled
record of safe operation.
The key technology of the uranium enrichment process is
secret and will remain subject to continued classification,
safeguards and. export controls.
more
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But for several years, a number of qualified American
companies have been granted access to the Government's technology
under carefully controlled conditions to enable them to assess
the commercial potential for private enriching plants.
The Government-owned gaseous diffusion enriching plants
have run reliably and with ever-improving efficiency for more
than a quarter of a century. One private group has chosen
this well-demonstrated process as part·of its $3.5 billion
proposal to build an enrichment plant serving 90 nuclear
reactors here and abroad in the 1980's. Others are studying
the potential of the newer gas centrifuge process. Though n9t
yet in large-scale operation, the centrifuge process -- which
uses much less power than the older process -- is almost ready
for commercial application.
I believe we must move forward with both technologies
and encourage competitive private entry into the enrichment
business with both methods. A private gaseous diffusion
plant should be built first to provide the most urgently
needed increase in capacity, but we should proceed simultaneously with commercial development of the centrifuge
process.
With this comprehensive approach, the United States can
reopen its uranium enrichment "order book," reassert its
supremacy as the world's major supplier of enriched uranium,
and develop a strong private enrichment industry to help
bolster the national economy.
For a number of reasons, a certain amount of governmental
involvement is necessary to make private entry into the uranium
enrichment industry successful.
The initial investment requirements for such massive
projects are huge. The technology involved is presently owned
by the Government. There are safeguards that must be rigidly
enforced. The Government has a responsibility to help ensure
that these private ventures perform as expected, providing
timely and reliable service to both domestic and foreign
customers.
Under the legislation I am proposing today, the Energy
Research and Development Administration would be authorized
to negotiate and enter into contracts with private groups
interested in building, owning and operating a gaseous
diffusion uranium enrichment plant.

r
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ERDA would also be authorized to negotiate for construction
of seve;ral .c~ntrifuge enrichment plants when more definitive
proposals for such proj,ect.s are made .by the private sector.
Contract authority in the amount of $8·hillion wili be
needed, but we expect almost no actual Government expenditures
to be involved. In fact, the creation of a private enrichment
industry will generate substantial revenues for the United States
Treasury through payment of Federal income taxes and ·com- ·
pensati~n for us~ of Government-owned technology~ ; ··
Under the proposed arrangements, there will be an· . · ·
opportunity for foreign investment in these plants, although
the plants will remain firmly under u.s. control.' There will
be no sharing of u.s. technology and, there will be limitations
on the amount of capacity each plant can commit to forei~n ·
customers.
In addition, all exports of plant products will continue
to be made pur,,suant to Governmental: Agreements for Cooperation
. with other Nations. All will be subject to appropriate safe~
guards to preclude use for .other than agreed peaceful purposes.
Foreign investors and customers would not have access to
sensitive-classified technology. Proposals from American·
enrichers. to share technology would be evaluated separately,
and.w:ould be subject to careful Government review and approval.
Finally, the plants proposed will be designed and built
to produce low enriched fuel which is suitable only for
.
commercial power reactors -:-- not for nuclear explosives.
In the remote event that a proposed private venture did
not succeed, this legislation would enable the Government
to take actions necessary to assure that plants will be
brought on line in time to supply domestic and foreign
customers when uranium enrichment services are needed.
I have instructed the Energy Research and Development
Administration to implement backup contingency measures,
including continuation of conceptual design activities,
research and development, and technology assistance to the
private sector on a cost-recovery basis.
ERDA would also be able to purchase from a private firm
design work on components that could be used in a Government
plant in the unlikely event that a venture fails.
Finally, I pledge to all customers -- domestic and
foreign -- who place orders with our private suppliers that
the United States Government will guarantee that these orders
more
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are filled as needed ... Those who are first in line with our
private sources will b~ first in line to ~eceive supplies
under this assurance. All contracted obligations will be
honored.
.
..
I also pledge that cooperative agreemen~s made with
private firms under the proposed new authority will fully
reflect the public interest. In fact, all contracts will·be
placed before the Congress in advance of their effectiveness.
The Congress will have full and. complete review of each one •
. .In sum, the program I am proposing will take maximum
advantage of the strength and resourcefulness of industry and
Government.
It will reinforce the world leadership we now enjoy in
uranium enrichment technology. It will help insure the
continued availability of reliab:te energy for America. It
will move America one big step nearer energy independence.
Although the development of a competitive nuclear fuel
industry is an important part of our overall energy strategy,
we must continue our efforts to conserve the more traditional
energy resources on which we have relied for generations.
And we must accelerate our exploration of new sources of
energy for the future -- including solar power, the harnessing
of nuclear fusion and development of nuclear breeder reactors
which are safe; environmentally sound and reliable. ·
·
I ask the Congress for early authorization of this program.

GERALD R. FORD

THE WHITE HOUSE,
June 26, 1975.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
RENARKS OF THE PRESIDENT
UPON SIGNING
THE URANIUM ENRICHMENT MESSAGE
THE CABINET ROOM
11:23 A.M.

EDT

I will read a statement before signing the
message or messages that will go to the Congress.
Because our oil and natural gas resources
are fast being depleted, we must rely more and more
on nuclear power as a major source of energy for the
future.
Today, I am asking the Congress to join me
in embarking the Nation on an exciting new course of
action which will help to assure the energy independence
that we need, and significantly strengthen our economy
at home, at the same time.
I arn referring to the establishment of an
entirely ne\-t competitive industry to provide uranium
enrichment service for nuclear power reactors. The
legislation that I am seeking will reinforce the world
leadership we now enjoy in uranium enrichment technology.
It will help insure the continued availability
of reliable energy for America. It will move America
one big step nearer energy independence.
This legislation will insure that the billions
of dollars required for the construction of new enrichment plants will be borne by the private sector, not by
the American taxpayer.
But all of us will benefit directly from the
service which private enterprise will provide.
I urge the Congress to act swiftly and favorably
on this important new energy initiative. With this
·
comprehensive approach, the United States can reopen
its uranium enrichment order book, reassert its supremacy
as the world's major supplier of enriched uranium, and
develop a strong private enrichment industry to help bolster
the national economy.
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So it is wi ch pleasure and hope that I sign
the message to go to both the House and the Senate, and
ask the Congress to move as rapidly as possible in
order that we can achieve the objectives which are so
important.
Thank you very much.
END

CAT 11:25 A.M.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------THE l.JHITE HOUSE
SUMMARY FACT SHEET
THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN FOR A COHPETITIVE
NUCLEAR FUEL INDUSTRY
The President's Action
The President today announced administrative actions and
a legislative proposal to:
Increase the United States' capacity to produce enriched
uranium to fuel domestic and foreign nuclear power .
plants.
Retain U.S. leadership as a world supplier of uranium
enrichment services and technology for the peaceful
uses of nuclear power.
Assure the creation, under appropriate controls of a
private, competitive uranium enrichment industry in
the U.S. -- ending the current Government monopoly.
Accomplish these objectives with little or no cost to
taxpayers and with all necessary controls and safeguards.
Background
The U.S. capacity for refining or "enriching" uranium
to make fuel for nuclear electric generating plants
is now fully committed.
Hork on constructing nev-r capacity must begin soon so
that plants will be ready to meet domestic and
foreign requirements by about 1983.
Efforts to encourage the creation of a competitive
uranium enrichment industry have shown that cert~in
forms cf Government cooperation and temporary
assurances are necessary to permit private firms
to enter the industry.
more
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. The need for added capaeity provides the opportunity
-for ·s-pe.cifTc· ·actions· by the ..Government to ··en·caur·ae;e·- ·
private entry.
Highlights of the Plan
The President's .. Pl_an _includes:
A legislative proposal, the Nuclear Fuel Assurance
Act of 1975, which would authorize the Government
to enter into certain cooperative arrangements with
private industrial firms that wish to. finance~
bl!-ild, own and opera_te. plants to provide uranium
ertrichment services. .•.
. ..
A__ pledge _by t_he Pres.ident to. fore;tgn and domestic- .. _
c'ustomers that: the Go.verninent will assure that ord_ers
placed with ririvate'-producers wi·ll· be 'fulfill-ed as_
services are needed.
Oppe,.r.tunities for fore-ign investment, with· control
of these plants remaining in U.S. :h~nds ._ · All necessary __ contr_ols. and _sa_feguards copcerne_d. with
(a) preventing t.he .div;_ersion ."of nuclear materials -_
and the spread of sensitive t~chnqlogy, (b) environ-_
mental impact, (c) safety," and (d) antitrust·.
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THE PRESIDENT'S ANNOUNCEMENT
The President today announced administrative action·s and
a legislative proposal to (a} increase the United States'
capacity toproduce enriched uranium in order to meet the
needs of domestic and foreign nuclear power plants, (b)
retain U.S. leadership as a world supplier of uranium enrichment services and nuclear power plants, (c) assure the
creation, under appropriate controls of a private, competitive
uranium enrichment industry in the U.S. -- ending the current
Government monopoly; and (d) accomplish these objectives
with little or no cost to taxpayers and with all necessary
controls and safeguards.
BACKGROUND
Natural uranium from u.s. and foreign mines must be refined
or "enriched" before it can be used to make fuel for nuclear
power plants which are used in the United States and in many
foreign nations to generate electricity.
U.S. capacity for enriching uranium which now supplies all
domestic and most foreign needs, consists of three Government-owned plants, located at Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Paducah,
Kentucky; and Portsmouth, Ohio.
Since mid-1974, the ~ntire capacity of th~ three plants has
been fully committed under long-term contracts. New enrichment capacity must be on "on-line" beginning in about 1983
to meet the growing domestic and foreign demand for nuclear
fuel.
·
·
The potential U.S. market abroad has begun to erode as some
potential foreign customers have started looking to sources
such as the U.S.S.R.~ France and a West European consortium
for uranium enrichment.
Since 1971, the Executive Branch has followed policies and
programs directed toward assuring that private industry
rather than the Federal Government -- builds the next
increments of U.S. uranium enrichment capacity.·
more
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Several industrial firms have sought to enter the uranium
enrichment field but 1 all have found that some forms of
Government cooperatipn and temporary assurances are needed
to overcome th~ initial obstacles to private industry
involvement.
THE PLAN
---Objectives. The ptan announced by the President is designed to
meet the objective.s of assuring that:
. The next increments of U.S. uranium enrichment capacity
will be available when needed to meet the growing demand
for fuel for nuclear powered generating plants in the U.S.
and in other nations.
The-··U. S. maintains its leadership role in enrichment
technology and its role as a major world supplier of
uranium enrichment services and nuclear power plants
a role that is important to:
Our economy and ou~ world trade position.
Our efforts to obtain the commitment of additional
nations to accept international safeguards and the
principle of nuclear nori-proliferation.
Our cooperation. with other. major oil consuming nations
whi~h a~e looking to nuclear power to help reduce their
deperidence'ori foreign oil.imports.
.
Our longer range goalof developing technology
and energy resO\lrces· to supply a significant share
of the free world's energy needs.
All. future inc·rements of capacity will be built, financed
and operated by'private industry-- rather than by the
Federal ·Government -- so that a competitive industry will
exist at the earliest possible date.
There.will be little or no cost to the taxpayer and that
the Government will receive increased revenue in corporate
taxes.and compensation for the use of its inventions and
discoveries.
All necessary domestic and international controls over
nuclear materials and classified technology will be maintained, as they would be if the Government were to own the
new plants.
more
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Principal Elements of the Plan.

Legislative Authoritl for Cooperati~ Arrangements with
Private Firms. The President is asking the Congress to
enact promptly the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act to provide
the additional legislative authority needed to enable
the Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERDA) to negotiate and enter into cooperative arrangements with private industrial organizations that wish
to build, own and operate uranium enrichment plants.
Negotiations would be directed toward the arrangements most advantageous to the Government and the
public interest and with a degree of risk to the
private firm that is consistent with the objective
of creating a private, competitive uranium enrichment
industry.
These arrangements would provide for certain forms of
Government cooperation and temporary assurances found
to be necessary after detailed negotiations with firms
submitting proposals. Arrangements could include:
Supplying and warranting Government-owned inventions and discoveries in enrichment technology -for which the Government will be paid.
Selling certain materials and supplies on a full
cost recovery basis which are available only
from the Federal Government.
Buying enriching services from private producers
or selling enriching services to producers from
the Government stockpile to accommodate plant
start--up and loading problems.
Assuring the delivery of uranium enrichment services
to customers which have placed orders with private
enrichment firms.
Assuming the assets and liabilities (including debt)
of a private uranium enrichment project if the
venture threatened to fail -- at the call of the
private venture or the Government, and with compensation to domestic investors in the private
ventures ranging from full reimbursement to total
loss of equity interest, depending upon the circumstances leading to the threat of failure.
more
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The arrangements would be spelled out in a detailed
contract, and the basis for arrangements would be
subject to Congressional review.
It is intended that any undertaking by the
.Government to acquire assets or inte:rest and
to assume liabilities of a private venture
would end after approximately one full year
of commerc.ial operation of a plant. The precise
period would be determined in the negotiation
of definitive agreements.
'·,:

The Govern~ent would monitor progress carefully so that
it can be sure that the plant will ~unction properly
and will be compl·eted on time and .within cost estimates.
Assurances for Customers. The President announced his
pledge to domestic and foreign customers who place orders
with private U.S. suppliers that the Government will assure
that orders will be filled as services are needed. Those
first in line with private suppliers will be first in line
to receive services from the Government -- if it were
necessary for the Government to take over and complete
a private proJect.
Controls and Safeguards. The President announced that all
necessary control-s and safeguards will be ma.:tntained in
all arrangements with private firms. Such (~ontrols and
safeguards include:
..

~

Preventing.tp~ Diversion of Nuclear.Mater!a.ls 2..£.
Un~SfGn.~rolled Spread of Sensitive Techpologg_.
All
necessary measures w.111· be taken to safeguard the
use of .the. proQ.ucts ·.of plants and to protect sensitive
classified-technology. These measures include:

.-

Effective domestic safeguards and physical security
measures to the plants and their products .
Continued requirements that exports take place
pursuant to appropriate international agreements
for cooperation and be subjected to safeguards
to prevent diversions.
more
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Continued classification and protection of
sensitive enrichment technology.
Foreign ~nvestment. For~ign investment in private
enrichment ventures will be encouraged, but control
will remain> as required by law, with U.S. interests.
Foreign investors would not require or have access
to classified information. Any proposals for
sharing technology would be considered separately
and would be subject to Governmental review and
approval.
Environmental Impact, Safe~ and Anti··~Trust. Private
ventures wishing to build plants will have to obtain
from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) a construe··
tion permit and operating license. As a part of its
review, the NRC must evaluate environmental·, safety
and anti-trust considerations as well as assure that
control of the proposed new ventures remain in the
U.S. ··- as now required by the Atomic Energy Act.
NRC also will have responsibility for assuring that
the plants are appropriately safeguarded. The Justice
Department participates in the review of anti-trust
considerations.
-IMPLEMENTING .ACTIONS-

The President announced several administrative actions that are
being taken now:
Negotiations for a piffusion__ Plant"'. · ERDA is responding
formally to a proposal from the Uranium Enrichment Associates
(UEA) offering to enter into negot·iations which could lead
to the construction by UEA of a $3.:5 billion (1976 dollars)
plant wnich would make use of gaseous diffusion technology
and l"lhich would be on line l:?Y about 1983.
Request for ;Proposal for Centrifuge Plants. ERDA is
issuing today a new re·quest for proposals from industrial
firms interested in constructing, owning and operating
enrichment facilities making use of- centrifuge technology.
Environmental Impact Sta:temen~-· ERDA will on June 30
issue for public review and comment a draft environmental impact statement concerned with the expansion
of uranium enrichment capacity to be attained through
ERDA's implementation of this action.
~

-.

r.1ore

.·,v

Contingency Planning. ERDA will continue with backup
contingency measures to assure that capacity will be
rf!'ady ih the unlikely event that industrial efforts
falter. These measures include continuation of
Government conceptual design activities, research and
development on enrichment technologies, and technological assistance to the private sector on a cost recovery
basis.
·
·
Diffusion Plant Design Work. ERDA plans to purchase from
UEA design work on comp~nts for the private diffusion plani
that could .be used in a Government plant-- if the private
venture were unable to proceed.
SPECIFICS OF THE LEGISLATIVE

PROPO~AL

AuthorizinE lesislation. The basic enabling legislation proposed
today by the President would:
Authorize Cooperative Agreements.
It would permit ERDA to negotiate and enter into
cooperative arrangements with firms wishing to build,
own and operate uranium enrichment. facilities.
It would· provide authorization for contract authOrity
for amounts up to $8 billion as may be approved in an
appropriation act -- which is an estimate or the total potential cost to the Government· in the unexpected
event that all Government assured diffusion and centrifuge-ventures were to fail, and it was then
necessary for.the Government to assume assets and
liabilities of these ventures,.take over plants, and
compensate domestic investors.· The Administration's
expectation is that none of these funds would have
to be appropriated or expend~d for the assumption
or private ventures, but the authorization is necessary
to provide assurance to customers and to potential
producers of the Federal Government's commitment to
create a competitive industry.
Provide for Con~ressional Revieh'. Once contracts were
. /'7'~
. negotiated the oint Committee on Atomic Ener. gy (JCAEf)
would be notified and a period of 45 days would have t '·" ·
elapse before a contract would be executed -- to allo :.,"
an opportunity for Congressional review or the basis ~
for ERDA's arrangements with private firms.
\·
..........
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ARproer1at1ons Request • The President will later request
an appropriation ot contract autb0ztit1 which 1• requir$4 by
the proposed bill before a contract·can be executed. in
order to cover the estimated maximum Federal Government
exposure tor specific projects in the event that it were
necessary to assume assets and liabilities. Again,
.
expenditure ot these tunds tor aaaumpt1on ot any p~tvate
venture is not considered likely.
DEVELOPMENTS

I&ADI~G

!2,

~

PR§SIDENT '§ PLAN

u.s. Lea<1er~1p ~ Uranium Enrichment TectJnolo5:. The United
States is t~ reeognliia worid leader In techn~ogy for refining
or "enrich1ng1' natural uranium to a form that can be used to make
tuel for nuclear power reactors. Natural uranium contains only a
small amount (approximately .7%) or the fissionable isotope U-235·
In order to be uaetul t.o make ruel tor most nuclear reactors, the
concentration ot U-235 must be increased to about 2-4% through a
process ot separating off other isotopes. The technology was
developed and is owned by the Federal Government. certain parts
or the technology are classified. Principal u.s. technologies
are:
Gaseous Dif£is1on. · This technology which is now used in the _
three exist g.government-owned enrichment plants was developec
1n the 1940's. over· 30 years ot large seale operating experience and process improvement have made the technology the most
rel~able and economical now available for commercial scale
operations. The next increment of capacity must make use of
this technology.
centritu~,e. The gas·centrifuge prooe.ss of u~anium
enrichillint pr-ovides ,an alternative to ga:feous. diffusion.
Full operat.ion·of a Government pilot plant is scheduled for
early 1976 •. It· the projected economics ot the process are
realized, gaa centrifuge technology is expected to be used as
sUbsequent increments of· commercial capacity are added •·

Q!!.

L&§!r Sel?ara~ion. ERDA is.conductinl a basic research
program to dete~ne whether this technology is technically
or oomme~c1ally feasible. Even if successfUl, the technology
will not be av~able in time to be used for the next seve~al
1nox-ementrs ·of· needed enriohlnent capacity.
··
Existins

u.s.

Capacity.

The three Government-owned uranium·
when currently authorized expansion
is completed, have-·the capacity to produce enriched ura~um
needed to ·fuel about 300 large nuclear-powered eJ.ectric
generating,. plants .in--the- u... s.. ..and :roreign countries.
enrichliientPI'ants~will,

10

Thn Growiqe; Market. Cu~rent estimates are that the U.·•S. will.
for .domestic nee.ds adqeci enrichment capacity by 2000
·
equal· to 6 to 9 plants .·,the. siae. of. any. one :of ·the th:t-ee existing
plants and. that added .C,apacity:.:.to.:r ,the ;total market served by
the U.S. will equal, 9 to. 12 similar size ·.plants. · ·
requi~e

Potential Foreign Suppliers. The principal exi•sting capacity
for enrichin·g uranium outside the tJ.S. is in th~ Soviet Union·
A French-led diffusion plant project (Eurodif) is expected to
begin production in 1979 and its capacity is reported ~o be .
fully committed. A British-German-Dutch consortium (Urenco) ·
Plant will also begin expanded operations in 1979· Plans for
additional plants are .being discussed by France,.: Canada,
South Africa, Japan, Australia and Brazil.
· ··
The Program~ Develop~ Competitive .Industry,. ·The Atomic
Energy Act of 1954-provides that "the development, use and
·control or atomic energy shall be directed so. M'..to · · ·
strengthen free competition in private· enterprise~'. An
Executive Branch poiicy to encourage private.indus·try to build
the_ next increments of uranium. enrichment capaeity., was announced
in·June 1971. Beginning in·l973, the Atomic Ene-rgyCommission
(AEC) asked private firms to consider building, owning and
operating enrichment plants and granted qualified u.s. firms
access to cla~sified aspect~· of' the Government's '.work, Ul',lder.
carefully cont,rolled security cqnditi,ons, in order that they
might make their own.assessment of the commercial potential
for private en~iching plants •. A number of f1rms:responded to
the invitation from whicn several co.m~ortia ·have' emerged "which
are interested in pursuing the possi~~lity of· :building :enrichment plants. ··
·
.,
' ·
Diffusion Plant .......One consortium --'-th-e Ura.nium Enrichment
Associate.s CUEAi.":~-. is.' interested in ,.Bonstructing a $J .s
billion gaseous.'d~frusion plant equivalent·.,t·o the· exparideC,
capac! ty ot. one,·"o'f the 3 existing Governm~.nt-owrted
plants'
.
?
. .
. !

.

.

.

.

.

'

Centrifuge. P~ants •. Other .firms and. consortia ~-- :Centar,
Exxon'Nuclear
Garrett Corporation-- have expressed
in1;~;'~St in. cooperative arrangeptel1ts ·with .the Federal .·
Government .which would lead. to d.emonstration gas centrifuge
plarits_whicl'l'could.be expanded ;in·the future to commercial
scale plant~~ The AEc (predecessor. to ERDA) requested
proposals from industry to advance the demonstration of
centrifuge technology. A modified request for proposals
is being issued today by ~RDA,. ·
·

ana
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,. , Obst,CJ;cle.s .to .the .Entr.y of Private Industry. All firms interested
. in. :bujJ.q~ng,-. owning and operating a pri vat.e plant have concluded
· tqat f.BA~e. form :of 'Gove:rnment cooperation and temporary assurances
areiessential to begin the tr:ansition to a private competitive
indu:stry. · Among the fa.ctorS: that have. contri·buted to· this
conclusion are:
Tl}e;comp,lexity of the ~;undertaking, including the Federal
·own~rsh1p and the classf~ication of the technology.
'

'

~.

I,

·The- lapge .·finan.cial commitment required and t·he d:i.f.ficulty
encount~red in trying to obtain private financing.
l'he inl'lerent difficul-ties of ending a Government monopoly·
_.

\

''

I

The recent adverse financial situation of U.S. electrical
utilitie-s Wh1.~h a~ the customers :for a plant.· (Their long
term contracts for uranium enrichment services·must provide
security for the long term financing required.)
...
Some uncertainty as to whether. the Government would· follow
through on its commitment to achieve privatization.
'

_

,.. , .·

''

Alternatives to Priva.t~ Entry. The principal alternativ·es to
an immediate effort to achieve privatization include:
'

.

.

·,

·,

,!

'tl

All ;future· .additions to capacity financed, -bu,il;t. ancf o.wned
by the Fed.eral Government, thus continuing· indefiiJ:!t.eJ.y the
exi-sting monopoly.
· ·. •' ·
.•

.Government financingand·ownet:>ship·of one or more ad<iitional
. · ·inc.rements·. of· capacity, followed by another attempt to achieve
privatization.

A thorough rev.iew indi'cated.:that, regardless of the alt~er.native
selected:
·
·
·
·
·
;·

•

..

'{',

·The next increment. of capaci•ty can be on line .when ·needed
(now estimated about 1983).
Controls and safeguards involving classi;.f:ied technology and
non-proliferation ·o.f nuclear materia-ls can be main.tained.
Customers for the, next increment are expe.cted. t·o be largely
fore.ign.
~:..
Foreign invest•.ments in an enrichment plan:t ·can· be accommodated
more
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•
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This review'led to the conclusion that the task of explaining and
implementing the pJ.an for achieving a private industry would be
difficult anQ that :a substantial effort would be required by both
the Congress and the Executive Branch, but that the benefits of
privat'ization justified the effort. The benefits, of privatization
include:
·
Avoiding. a cost to taxpayers· of, $40 to.· $50 billion
for plants that should be on line by 2000, if the: Federal
Government were to finance and own the plants. (These funds
·would not be recovered to the Treasury for many years.)
Under the President's plan, revenue of about $90 to
$100 million per plant per year would flow to the Federal
.Treasury from industry, pri-ncipally from taxes and payments
for the. use of Government .inventions and discoveries.
An early end to the Government monopoly in a type of commercia
activity.
y

·

Avoiding expansion of the public sector when industry is
willing·and able to do the job.
.
.
Competition which would provide incentives for lower costs
and additional· improvements in·technology.
The Proposal from Uranium Enrichment Associates (UEA). Uranium
Enrichment Associates is a consortium currently consisting of
Bechtel Corporation and the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company. On
May 30, 1975, UEA submitted a revised proposal to ERDA calling for
cooperative arrangements with the Federal Government. The principa
features of the UEA proposals are summarized in Attachment #1. A
contract containing the details of a cooperative agreement would be
negotiated by UEA and ERDA.
Centrifuge Enriching Projects ·-- HRequest for Proposals.
In August of 1974 the Government announced a program expected
to lead to several relatively small industry .constructed
demonstration projects.
Gas centrifuge technology has not yet been applied on a
production scale sufficient .to permit full industry commitment to large plants. At least three companies are interestec
in undertaking private centrifuge enriching projects now whict
would be scaled up progressively from small demonstration
modules to a capacity the economies of scale for centrifuge
enriching are expected to be largely realized. These are
expected to be 1/3 to 1/2 the capacity of the planned diffusio
plant.
more
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Government-industry cooperative arrangements similar to that
requil'E!d.fbrth~UEA diffusion project may be required.
A Request for-Proposals for this program which extends and
elaborates uponthe earlier program is being issued today:
Proposals will be due on October 1, 1975 and it is the
Government expectation that several proposals could be
accepted to proceed more or less in parallel with each
other and with the UEA proj,ect.
Proposers will describe their proposed project in detail,
including plant design, size, location and schedules and
specify the type and magnitude of Government support
necessary to proceed.
Small initial modules, perhaps 200-300 thousand units
per year could be in operation in the early 1980's with
2-3 million unit commercial scale plants achieved in the
mid-1980's on a time frame consistent with the growth
of the market.
Centrifuge technology permits.adding small capacity increments
as required to closely follow market needs.
.•

Proceeding with several centrifuge demonstration projects in
the same time frame as the gaseous diffusion plant will furthe
the objective of developing a private, competitive enriching
industry and maintaining U.S. world leadership in this field.

OTHER ACTIONS RELATED TO URANIUM ENRICHMENT CAPACITY
Increasing ERDA's Charge for Uranium Enrichment Services.
The current price charged by ERDA for uranium enrichment is
based on a statutory formula which says that ERDA's charge
must·· be established on the basis of the recovery of the
Government's costs over a reasonable period of time. Application of the formula has resulted in a present charge of
about $42 to $48 per separative work unit, depending on the
type of contract a customer has with ERDA. This price will
rise by the end of 1975 to about $53 and $60 per unit.
The•e ~rices reflect the low cost of construction during
the-~1940's and 1950's for plants built primarily for military
purposes. These prices are much lower than the quoted world
market prices of enrichment services of between $75 to $100
per unit.
more
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The President announced in his 1976 Budget his intention to
propose legislation to the .Congress to pernii-e ERDA to raise
the price of enrichment services from its plant~. The_ . new
1
price would be established to recover the Government '.s .costs'
arid place.the pricing of Government enriching·serv'1<:e'-S"(?n a
more business-like basis. This step would encourage priv,ate
sector interest in build·ing enr1phment facilities and enq, an
unjustifiable subsidy to both' foreign and domestic customers.
The new price would include a rate of return on investment
more appropriate to the private sector than the Government's
rate of return, an all'O\'iance. equivalent to corporate income
taxes and also include other costs typical of private oper{:ltions.
On this basis the new -P1:'iceJ.pu~r separative work unit will. ~e
appro~imately. '$'76.
; . '.'' ,:_·r _
'<•

;; :.-·__ :· .(. :.; :··>· : '1,;,,:

:

. .

This legislation has; beeli.:S-ulilnitted ·,t.o. the Congress by ERDA·

. -

.·.

yontr~g_!:_
~~ ·'
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'JHDA. Enrichmeat

Cur~ent

ftelie,f :for

·.

-~ -- . . : :. r:~ ~

'

Customers.
~. ·.

.

.

Present ERDA enrichment· cont;ra:cts . 1requir~ customers to commit
. to a fixe,d delivery sp·hedule arid·.tei',,make',prepayments amounting
to about '$3 mi~libii·;p~r· plant. ~.evel;oal yea·r~ .prior to the,firs~ •.delivery f,Of. en·Itl.ched fuel.·. •- S.ince these contracts were
:s:Lgned; many, nuQJ.,ea,l:t.',:power plant~·:·whose fuel was covered by
these cohtr.acts·"have 'been postponed or canc~~le<i.
. · .
i'

-7

.AS; a_ result,' many ·utilities.•ndw 'race the prospe-ct o'r having
to pay for uranium enrichment· ser-vices we'll in advance of
the revised completion dates ·for the,,·reactors
•
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In order to ··rree both ERDA and the .enric'hment customers from· /
unrealtst.i.c.. cqmmitment, ERDA; after notifying · the Joint . .· .
Committe·e· ~on,·-Atoinic Energy (JCAE), has alinounced that it will:
. ~G:r._~t).t·· .~·tis:t<ke·rs · the right ·:within a ._6o-'qay perfc;>d to~.
' .. s~rv~ .nO.ti_ce that they wish to terminate,their contract
with no cancellation fee and with refund of any. payments.
~·

.

.i

.

'

.

-

•

'

'

-

Permit those wishing to d~fer deliveries (rather than
terminate contracts) t.o have a one-time adjustment of
.contract. commitments without penalty.
Permit a similar one-time adjustment of the rate at
which·uranium feed should be sent to the enrichi.ng .
plants to coincide in· part with the slipp~d enri.c.hriu:~nt
requirements •
· ·
.~-

more
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These actions would:
Result in a larger U.S. stockpile of enriched uranium
for use as an inven-tory to· support the new private
uranium enrichment plants with.backup supplies of
enriched material, should any delays occur in their
initial operation.
Establish a more realist:l,c data base for evaluating
future domestic and foreign enrichment requirements.
G~ant needed short-term financial relief to the utility
industry.

ERDA Conditional _c_on;;.; ,.,; . t; ; . r,; ; a. ; ;.c. ; ;.t.:;. s _fo_r Enrichment. Services.
Some customers placing orders with AEC {predecessor to ERDA)
in mid-1974 were given conditional contracts; i.e., contracts
contingent upon the approval by U.S. regulatory authorities
(now the Nuclear Regulatory· Commission) of the use of recycled
plutonium as a nuclear reactor fuel. These conditional contra
were backed up by announcement that the U..S •. would have expand
capac·ity available that could 'fulfill ~equirements, if needed.
The expanded U.S. capacity that will result from the President
·plan will provide sources:of supply that can be tapped by the
holders o-r condi:.tionai .contracts.

more
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ATTACHMENT #l

SUMMARY OF THE URANIUM ENRICHMENT
ASSOCIATES (UEA) PLAN AND PROPOSAL TO ERDA FOR
A COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENT
Physical Description of the Project.
A 9 million separative work unit per year gaseous
diffusion plant would be built near Dothan, Alabama
on a 1720 acre site on the Chattahoochee River.
When in full operation the plant could provide enriching
services for about 90 large nuclear power reactors.
The plant will require about 2500 megawatts of electrical
power which will be supplied from a dedicated nuclear
power facility located nearby.
.
Project cost estimate (exclusive of the power project)
has been estimated by UEA to be $3.5 billion in 1976
dollars.
\

UEA projects continuation of design work now underway
on the project during the next several years with
construction scheduled to commence in 1977.
Full production from the plant is projected in 1983
with limited production starting in 1981.
Nearly 50 million construction manhours are estimated
for the project. A peak construction labor force of
about 7000 workers will be reached in 1979-80 and the
permanent operating staff of the project is expected
to be about 1100.
The plant will be processing and upgrading natural
uranium and thus will have essentially no radiation
hazard. It will be similar to a large materials
handling plant except that the product material will
be much more valuable.

more
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Financial Structure Q! UEA Project.
UEA expects that .two to six companies -in addition to
Be'C:htel and Goodyear will comprise the.. consortium that
will undertake the project. These compan~es are expected to be ident-ified within the next few months·
Based upon marketing efforts to date, UEA projec~s that
about 40 percent of plant capacity will be taken by U.S.
· .domestic utilities and the balance by non-U.s. organizations in countries with which the United States has
Agreement.s for Cooperation permitting the transfer. or
disposit~on of enriched'uranium.
(Under the Atomic
.Energy Act voting control. for such a project must.
· remain in the hands of the United States investors at
.:. all times and the project is so structured. ·. The secrecy
.of the process will be protected-and foreign customers
or investors will not have access to classified te.chnology
or information.)
. ·
.: P~()JEic~ financing using an 85 percent debt, 15· percent

.

~9.~1t~>
»

ratio is contemplated for the project., .·
-

-

-

.

'

-

.

-

The eq\.li.ty (lOrresponding to.: the domestic po.rt.ion of plant
output will be supplied by UEA and the d~bt financing
will be raised in the commercial market-primS:rily on
·the basis or· the. security of long-term (25 year) noncancelable enrichment service contracts wit}l'domestic
utilities.
c

•

•

Both. equlty apd debt for the forei~ share of plant
..outpu~ is to. b.e supplied from the foreign customei's'
.. owri ~ources
·or; capital.
.:'

-..

;pricing of· pro\1uct from the plant is based upon the
recovery or· all operating costs, servicing or·debt and
an after-tax. return of approximately· 15. percent on
equity.
·
" ...
i-.~

A 3 percent:.· payment:. based o~ gross sales would be paid
'to the.. Government' for use of taxpa.yer-developed
technology.
.
.
.

.

,'

Customers.
A number of United States' utilities have executed
contingent letters of intent with UEA to purchase uranium
enriching services from the new plant and a number of
additional utilities are now evaluating their requirement
for services.

more

UEA has made extensive marketing contacts overseas and
anticipates that foreign orders will be forthcoming.
Cooperative Arrangements.
Due to the unique nature of the project, the very large
capital requirements, and long payout periods, UEA has
concluded that it would not be possible to move ahead
without certain forms of Government backup assistance.
UEA has proposed that the Government:
Supply, at cost, essential components presently
produced exclusively by the Government.
Supply the Government's gaseous diffusion technology
and warrant its satisfactory operation.
Buy enriching services from UEA or sell enriching
services to UEA from the Government stockpile to
accommodate plant start-up and loading problems.
UEA has also proposed that:
The Government provide standby financial backup
assistance lasting for the critical construction
period plus approximately one additional year to
offset the current weak credit position of the
U.S. utility industry. The Government provide
financial backup if UEA cannot complete the plant
or bring it into commercial operation. A call on
this financial backup is made at the risk of loss
to UEA of its equity interest. In this event~
the Government has the right to acquire UEA's
domestic equity position and the obligation to
assume UEA's liabilities and debt.
The Government may also require UEA to release
the project to the Government if the Government's
interest so demands. In this event, the Government
would be obligated to assume UEA's liabilities
and debt.
.
The consideration for ~cquisition of UEA's domestic
equity position in either case can range from
loss of equity for uncorrected gross mismanagement
of UEA to full fair compensation for causative
events outside UEA's reason·able control.
more
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All of the above forms of backup assistance would be
subject to contract negotiations between ERDA and UEA.
UEA believes that the plant can be completed within the
private sector with no net expenditure of Government
funds.

more
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ATTACHMENT #2

The attached chart depicts the nuclear fuel cycle for Light
Water Reactors; (the type of reactors most commonly used
in the U.S.). About 97% of the reactors obtaining enrichment services from the ERDA gaseous diffusion plants are
Light Water Reactors. a similar fuel cycle exists for the
other present reactor type ·-- the High Temperature Gas
Cooled Reactor.
Prior to the enrichment step, uranium ore is mined from
the.earth's crust and sent to a mill where uranium concentrate
is produced. This concentrate is often referred to as
yellowcake; or by the chemical symbol; u3og. There are
14 mills presently operating in the U.S. The uranium
concentrate is then sent to a converter where it is con
verted to uranium hexafluoride, or UF6. This is the only
simple form of uranium that can be gaseous at conditions
near room temperatures and pressures. There are two
UF6 conversion plants operating in the U.S.
The uranium hexafluoride is then sent to a uranium enrichment
plant. There are two processes under consideration for
commercial use in the U.S. .."_ the established gaseous
diffusion process, used in the ERDA plants; and the gas
centrifuge process. The UEA will use the gaseous diffusion
process. In the processJ the uranium hexafluoride gas is
pumped through a semipermeable membrane. The des~rable
fissionable isotope) U-··235" diffuses through the membrane
more readily than the nonfissionable isotope. U-·238. A
stream depleted in U··235 is collected from the plant and
sent to storage. A stream enriched in U· ·235 is collected
from the plant and sent to a fuel fabrication plant. In
this plant, the uranium hexafluoride is converted to uranium
dioxide u.o2, formed into pellets) and placed in zirconium
tubes. The tubes are assembled into bundles and sent to ·
nuclear power plants. Seven U.S. companies are involved
in the fabrication of nuclear fuel.

more
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After the fuel is used in the nuclear power plant, it is
discharged and allowed to cool in a large water basin at
the plant. The spent fuel will then be sent to a chemical
reprocessing plant. In this step, the uranium and reactor·produced plutonium will be separated from the highly
radioactive fission products generated while the fuel is
in the nuclear power plant. The radioactive wastes in
proper form will be sent to a repository. The recovered
uranium will be converted again to the hexafluoride and
reinserted into the enrichment plants for reenrichment.
Plutonium is also a fissionable material that can be used
as fuel in a nuclear power• plant. If use of the plutonium
is granted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commissionj it ~ould
be sent to the fuel fabrication plants; there it would be
mixed with the uranium and formed into pellets for nuclear
power plant fuel. There are currently no commercial chemical
reprocessing plants operating in the U.S.; one plant is shut
down for modification and another is under construction.
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Nay 15, 1976
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FOR TF.-E PRESIDENT
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. SUBJECT:

CANu\f~'' . .

The Uran1Q~ Enr1cnmen~ Bill -Reported .
by the JCAE.

PURPOSE
. ':., TJ:te purpose of t..."i-).is memorandlli-u. is to assess the Nuclear
·- -~-F:q~l Assurance Act ordered reported on .Hay ll by the
,_Joint Com.t"11ittee on. Atomic Energy.

·-·-

THE JCAE BILL
..._.,..,

~-~:!:Briefly_, the. JCA.E made t"l.vO significant changes from the
-,~bill ~.;e

-~

·.

had- pr.eviously
agreed to:
.
~

i.,.{.~

The JCl\.E. bill specifies t..~at ERDA cannot enter into
contracts ~.;it..."i-). private veatures unless the Congress
passes :·a: concurrent resolution of approval "tvithin
60 legislative days after receiving the contract.
Previously, t..-:,e bill had provided that ERDA could
sign the contract if L~e Congress had not passed a
concurrent resolution of disapproval.

··-···- .

The JCAE-bill and Co~~ittee Report states that ERDA
"is hereby authorized and directed toinitiate construction planning and design, construction and
operation· act~vities for expansion" at Portsmouth.

THE ISSUES
The three principal issues raised by the JCAE bill are:
1.

Is the Cor.gressional re~:ie-.:.,; procedure consti tutiona 1?
~hite

House Counsel (Barry Roth), after consulting
-;.;_: th the Justice Departsent, has concluded that the

2

review procedure does not raise significant questions of constitutionality, and that you have the
option of accepting the bill as 'dri tten. Counsel
further advises that the principal question is
whether your acceptance of this bill might be perceived as inconsistent with your veto of the International Security Assistance Arms Exports Control
Act of 1976. Counsel, Congressional Relations and
~SC staff concluded that this was not a significant
problem.
2.

Can '\•le expect Congress to approve proposed contracts
withirt the 60 days allowed?
Clearly, the requirement for positive Congressional
approval action is a ~ore difficult requirement
than absence of disapp!:"oval.
However, your advisers
believe the ne>v requirement is, on balance, acceptable
because:

3.

a.

The '!:>ill itself sets up a timetable for Congressional action (30 days for JCAE; bill must become
pendin~ business in each House within 25 additional C.ays and be voted upon within 5 days},
thoush the bill also provides ·this could be
changed.

b.

~'ie belie-...-e that Chairman Pastore and Com.inittee
}1embers are purso..:.ing the matter in good faith
and ':-:ould t.vork to set con tracts considered
t.:i thi!l the t_ime p!:"ovided.

c. ·

If Congress does not approve a contract- the
implication that Congress \vill have to appropriate more Federal dollars instead 1.·1ill be clear_

d.

Informal checks \-lith prospective private enrichment firi!'.s indica t.e they think th-is is the best
they are going to get out of Congress.

Is the requirement to initiate work on an add-on plant
at Portsmouth acceptable?
Clearly, the bill and the Report imply a coro.rni trne::1 t
~o build a $3 billie~ Portsmouth add-on_
Eouever,

.

..
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the Budget Co~mittee St~ff Report 2ccomp~~yi~g the
Coro. rni ttee Report ir.1plies the opposite.
On balance, OMB and your other advisers believe
the provision is acceptable because:
a.

There will be future opportunities to evaluate
the feasibility and desirability of proceeding
with the add-on plant as (l) the need for
higher authorizations and appropriations are
considered;. (2) the environmental irapact is
evaluated; and (3) uncertainties-concerning
electrical power supply aod advanced diffusion
technology are clarified.

b.

There may in fact be a need for the add-on
plant (in addition to the expected private
plants) because:
(1)

Existing Government plants may nm·l be
over-committed in contracts already signed.

(2)

The additional Government o~rmed_capacity,
if built, could be used to add enriched
uraniQ~ to the national stockpile, to
back up your coTmitment that . services will
be available when needed by foreign and
do~estic customers, and as a hedge against
C.ela::ts in cent..::-ifuge plants or unexpected
failure of pr~vate ventures.

c.

The prcvi.sion could be accepte.d l.vithout, reopening the Gove rr2.en t'
"order book." ·Reopening
the GmrerP....rnent' s order book would be in direct
competition with the private ventures and
probably prevent them from going ahead_

d.

ERDA believes 'l.vork necessary to an add-on plant
could be sequenced so that it 'I.•JOuld not compete
excessively for talent and resources needed
for private plants. Thus the add-on work wo~ld
not prevent privc.t..e ventures from going ahead.

s·

REC0:·:.:-1E~DATION

consider the Nuclea~ Fuel Assurance Act as ordered
re;~rted by the JCAE on May ll, 1976, to be acceptable.
0~·:...3, ~-:s::=, ERDA, Congressio::..al Rele>.tions, ~\'"hite House Counsel,
Ji= =~~nor and I concur.
T~at

yo~

APPRO'~.'E

~-;-~~~

DISAPPRO'!S
f

,•

·. "'=-·"

·; \

.

!

DRAFT
Last ..]:_me I pYoposed to the Coi"'.gress l~gis la tic::l that '.·:o•..rld
est.2.blis11 a mc.jo:c ne'.·J Dr iva te i:ndus tr~r in p,_,·.nerica
..L

.

._

......

tr."' e ;->.r iched fuel for nuclear pm·Jer reactors.

Hy prO?OSal,

the ~.;:..:clear Fuel Assurance Act, \·JOuld make i t possible for
the·
.......

-.

u.S.

to maintain its leadership as the Horld • s sup?lier

of E:::-arciuro. enrichr:'.ent services for the peaceful uses of
nuclear po\ver.

'The Joint Cnrr1.mittee on Atomic Energy of the Congress has,
after ten months, made some modifications in my proposal
and approved i t .

.·I

J:}a-,'2:

revie,·red the changes in the bill and concluded that

I will support it.

"'The bill, nm·1 before the Corigress, meets five fundamental
objectives i.vhich I stated almost a year ago:

1.

Act now to meet the future needs, do~estic
and international, for this essential energy

2.

End the Federal government monopoly on supplying
enriched uraniluL!. for nuclear power plants.

~-

Establish a procedure whereby private enterprise can bring into

corr~ercial

use the tech-

ment -- with
~xpoct

controls,

and taxes by

licensing,

p~op2r

a~~ ~ith

pri~.~ate

Provide a back-u?

sa~egua~ds.

the paym2nt of

a~d

ro~a!~ies

enterprise to tne U.S_ Treasury.
~tan

for expanding

exlst~ng

Federal uraniu.:.-n ec:richwent capacity if private
ventures are unable to meet, on time, the needs
of U.S. and foreign customers.
Assist ln cont:r.clling nuclear proliferation.

r

::> •

by persuading oth2r nations to accept international

safeguards and forego development of nuclear
·1:1eapons.

Although the Joint Committee

o~

Atomic Energy's amendment

requiring Congressional ap?rO?al of each contract may cause
some delays in the creatio::: Gf t.his ne\'l A!llerican industry z
.

~

·:.

;. ·. the bill does establish the

of opening this tech-

)

nology to the private sector.

The bill and Committee report also authorize and direct the
Energy Research and

Develo?~ent

Administration to begin

planning and design for the ex?ansion of the existing uranium
enrich~ent

plant at

pass~s

~uclear

~he

Portsmo~~h,

Fuel

Ohio.

Ass~~a~ce

As soon as

Con~re3s

Act, I will ask Congress

to e.ppcopriate $170 million f::Jr FY 19/7 to p.coceed -:.·>lith

the 8CSlgn,

p1an~inq

?ou::::- ms.jor U.S.

and construction of the Portsmouth

companies have submitted to ERDA propo.:;als

to b:..:i1d uranium enrich..-nent plants.
·T.·li th

t.he four firms can be

Proposed contracts

sub~i tted.

to Congress shortly

after the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act is

enacted~

I

urge

Congress to act promptly on this legislation and on each
·contract submitted subsequently.

vTill give each private venture an opportunity .to prove
itself to the Congress and i-n the market place.

In order,

ho•..,ever, for the U-S- to have sufficient supplies to meet

pr~sent a~d prospective commitrnents here and abroad, ·\.;e t..;ill

also move ahead pro!nptly \·lith the Portsmouth addition.

~·le

need this legislation.

It \vill assist the Nation in
in the years .ahead,
reaching energy independence and create, ~~--t-i'fne; millions
of jobs throughout the country.

It \·:ill also benefit the ene::::-gy consumer. · Electricity
costs far less when produced by nuclear plants than when?~c~~ced

from fossil fuel plants.

...

..

Nuclear pmv-er 1s not

·~--~--

~ ...

~-

-~

..

-----------

\. ""··

- -':-

past 18 years of
.

'

co~~2ercla..!__

~e=o~d

po':.ver

un?2.ra.llele.d

of safetv.

-.!

r

'

.. ·
Page 3
One other item of significant importance. Last J~ne I proposed to the Congress ~~gislation that
would establish a oajor new private L"ldustry in America
providing the enriched fuel for nucl~a:r- power reactors.
My proposal, the Nuclear Fuel Assistance Act would make
it possible for the United States to maL"ltaL-, its leadership as the world supplier o£ ur~~um Enricr~ent services
for the peaceful use of nuclear power.
The Joint Co~tte~ on Atomic :Energy in the
Congress has mace some modifications on ~ proposal and
approved it. r have reviewed tbe changes in the bill
and concluded that I will support it. The bill
meets five fundamental objectives~ which I stated a
year ago;
First, ~~ act
to meet the future needs,
domestic as well as international, for this essential
energy source;
·:-.

.

.

It would end the·· gOVELT':!ll!l!i!.."'ltal :monopoly on
supplying enriched uraniurifor nuclear power plants;
Three,. establish a procedure whereby private
enterprise can bring into conoercial use the techniques.
created by Federal research and development with proper
licensing, safeguards ~~d export controls;
With the payment of royalty and taxes by pr:Lvate
enterprise to the United States Treasury;
Provided also in tbe bill is a compl±wentery backup system for expanding existing T~deral uranium enrichment
capacity if private ventures are unable to ~eet on time the
needs of u.s. and foreign customers;

Last~ assist in contz.olling nuclear proliferation
~y persuading other nations to accept interna-tional safeguards and forego developments of nuclear ~apons.
Finally. the bill and 1:be co:mmittee :report also
authorizes and directs the Energy R~search a~d Development Agency to begin maiming and rlesigning fo.r the
expansion of the existing uranium enrichment at Portsmouth,
Ohio.
As soon as Congress passes the nuclear Fuel
Assurance Act, I will ask the Congress to appropriate
$170 million for fiscal year 1977 to proceed with the
design, planning and the prococurenent o£ long lead time
construction for the Ports~o~h plant. This, I think, is
a good program, and I hope the Congress acts sq that I
can request of the Congress the nec~ssary funding fa~ the
complimentery program at Portsr,o'-lth) Ohio.
I t-1ill be glad to answer -the first question •.

HORE

/
..- -·"'.;.")

:_

QUESTION:
When did the President submit proposal to Congress?
ANSWER:
June 26, 1975.
OOESTION:
What is the status of the legislation?
ANSWER:
The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE) reported the
bill out by a vote of 15-0 on May 14, 1976. It is now
awaiting action by the House and Senate.
(First action
in the House will have to be by Rules Committee).
QUESTION:
How does the JCAE's bill differ from the President's
proposal?
ANSWER:
In two ways. First, it provides for a more stringent
Congr.essional review procedure. Congress will have a clear
opportunity to approve or disapprove each proposed contract.
Second, the bill and report make more specific the plan to
proceed with a Government add-on plant at Portsmouth, Ohio.
It authorizes money for this purpose in FY 1977.
QUESTION:
What happened to all the opposition to the Proposal?
ANSWER:
First, the extensive hearings held by the JCAE apparently provided the answers to opponents questions. The JCAE
reported the bill 15-0.
Second, the bill reported by the JCAE makes very clear that
the Congress will have an opportunity to review and approve
each contract with private ventures that want to build
enrichment plants. This is another opportunity for everyone
to be sure that the private ventures are in the public
interest.

·QUESTION:
When will work on the Portsmouth plant begin?
ANSWER:
Design and planning has been underway for some time. On May
5, 1.976, the President asked for Congressional approval of
$12.6 million to continue this work during the rest of FY 1976
and the Transition Quarter. Last night he indicated that he
would request $170 million to continue the work during FY 1977.
QUESTION:
What is the total cost of the Portsmouth addition?
ANSWER:
I understand that the total estimated cost of construction and
initial operation is around $2.8 million, in FY 1977 dollars.
That is approximate.
QUESTION:
When will work begin on the plant?
ANSWER:
Design and planning are already underway.
and be stepped up during FY 1977.

This will continue

QUESTION:
What does the $170 million cover?
ANSWER:
It will cover additional design and planning; procurement of
long lead-time items; and work on a facility at Portsmouth to
test the advanced technology that is planned for the Portsmouth
plant; and other similar work needed for a large undertaking
like this.
QUESTION:
How long will it take to build the plant?
ANSWER:
I understand that the current schedule anticipates its completion
around 1983 or 1984.

Question
Does the President's agreement to build the Portsmouth
plant mean that he is sacrificing his commitment to
private industry to gain· votes in the Ohio primary?
Answer
Certainly not. Under the JCAE bill, private industry will
be able to go ahead, along with work necessary for a plant
at Portsmouth. Planning for the Portsmouth add-on plant
has been underway for months. The President's proposal
l.a.st June called for continuation of the planning for the
Portsmouth add-on. The intention of the JCAE to move
ahead with this addition is clear in their bill. The
President's intention was affirmed last night.
Question
As far as Portsmouth is concerned, what is new in the
President's statement?
Answer
He indicated that he will support and accept the JCAE's
bill and, specifically he indicated that he would request
$170 million needed to proceed with work during FY 1977
necessary for the plant.
He had not previously committed to do that.
Further, he makes clear that the Portsmouth plant is
complementary to the plan to begin the transition to a
private competitive industry. Both approaches can
proceed together.
·---~

...

· , :~· -...

... ...
~

.

.

.

IS THE ADMINISTRATION FI&."1LY COM..~ITTED ·-TO BUILD AN
ADD-ON ENRICHMENT PLANT AT PORTSMOUTH
QUESTION-.
· He still cannot tell wheth~r. the Ad.--ninis.tration is really conunitted to
build an add-on enrichment plant at Portsmouth or \vhether you are regar::ling the add-on.. as a contingency -- to be built only if private
ventures don 1 t succeed. Which is it?·

~·~.L··Fi=st 1
~i?A-;_,

the key to the whole program is Congressiorial
That's the critical step that is needed.

Second~ the President
That bill~ in Section

pass~ge

of the

has indicated that he will accept the JCAE Bill.
4, directs that work proceed on the Portsmouth

add-on.
On May 5, 1976, the President asked the Congress to approve $12.6
million to continue the \vork during _the remainder of FY 1976 and the
Transition Quarter.
-~··-

Last night he indicated that he would request $170 million for FY 1977
to continue work that is necessary to the construction of the plant.
(Only, if pressed) I should also point out that, as a practical matter,
no one can make an irrevocable commitment at this time that either the
prospective privately owned plants or the add-on plant will be completed and operated, for a number of reasons.
For example,
First, the Congress must now pass the bill.
Second, a final decision to construct any enrichment plant would have
to be proceeded by compliance with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), including the preparation of a final environmental tmpact statement (EIS). Even the appearance of a firm
commitment at this time to build or permit building a plant might
provide grounds for later challenge as to whether NEPA had been
observed.
Also,...,there are;remaining- uncertainties that have to be resolved.
In the;·case of> the add-on··plant, for example:
- There· is uncertainty about the availability of electrical power.
Apparently, it will be necessary to build two or more coal-fired
or nuclear plants and t~e questions of whether, when and where
such plants could be built is unresolved.
ERDA plans to use a substantially larger compressor-converter
system in the add-on plant. This system has not yet been
demonstrated or produced and this work must be preceded by construction of test facilities and by testing of the system.

5/27/76

-·
HILL THE

GOVERN~1ENT'

E~I2.ICHNENT

S ORDER BOOK FOR URt"\NllE'l
SERVICES BE REOPENED?

QLlestion
No1.·1 that you are cormni tted to proceed T.vi th -v.;ork necessary for
a Government-o".·med add-on enrich.-uent plant at Portsmouth, Ohio,
will ERDA begin accepting orders against thatplant?

The four p~ivate firns that wish to finance;. build, m~n and
operate enrich~ent plants are already negotiating with prospective
foreign and do~estic customers, so the order books are already
open.
Furthermore, the President made clear when he submitted his
proposal in June 197.3 that the Government ~dould take the actions
necessary to assure that customers placing orders "I.·Tith private
Ventures W':JUld have -i:.:2e services available "l.vhen they are needed.
There is n:> need. £or z..?.DA to begin accepting orders again. If
fact, ·such actio:1 •·muld be directly contrary to the spirit and
intent of the ~p;._;_ - - ·which has as a major purpose the creation
of a private co=?eti~~~e uranilliu enrichment industry. If ERDA
began ~ki~g orders:
ERDA would be in direct competition for customers 1.-1i th the four
private ventures that are prepared to finance, build, own and
operate enric~~ent plants under the arrangements provided
for in the D."FA..;.

Competition fro:n ERDA probably would lead potential custome·rs .:._.
of the private ventures to hold-off on orders -- on the assump-::·.::.. _
tion that the Goverru-nent "l.vould be available to provide
enrichment services at a lower, subsidized cost as in the
case of existing plants. Customers might hold off even though
ERDA curren~~estimates that the cost of product from the
proposed add-on plant "l.·lill be equal to or higher than that
of the proposed private diffusion plant.
Also, there has been substantial change in uranium markets over
the past year or t-.:.-10 Hhich may mean that it \·Till be more efficient
and economical for ERDA to have more enric~~ent capacity -- and
to use less uranium -- in filling contracts it already has signed.
In~addition, the capacity from an add-on plant could also be
used to increase the national stockpile of enriched uranium to
assure that it will be available when needed by both domestic
and foreign customers, and thus serve as a backup, for example,
if centrifuge plants do not come on line as early as ~.xpected.

~~'S/15/76

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 16, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

CHARLIE LEPPERT
BILL
NDALL

FROM:
SUaJECT:

FUEL ASSURANCE ACT

Here is a copy of a letter delivered to Pastore, Baker,
Price and Anderson which is designed to clarify
legislative history on two key points:
The description of guarantees in the JCAE report
is not intended to preclude government take
over of a private project for certain reasons
not concerned with enrichment technology.
That the report language is not intended to preclude
technology guarantees for centrifuge that are broader
in scope and longer in time than is required for diffusion
technology.
I understand that one additional point will be covered in
a floor colloquy between Congressmen Anderson and Price;
i.e., that the JCAE report language concerning the Portsmouth
plant being the next increment of capacity is not intended
to preclude a private diffusion plant from going ahead
and from coming on line ahead of a government add-on.
cc:

Max Friedersdorf
~~m Connor
v1"1.m Cannon
Jim Mitchell

Attachment

UNITED STATES

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON. D.C.

June

15~

20545

1976

Honorable John 0. Pastore, Chairman
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
Congress of the Unjted States
Dear Mr •. Chairman:
.

.

The .recent action by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in reporting
out the proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act is most gratifying. Passage
of the Bill wi-ll pro vi de the basis for expanding uran i urn enrichment
capacity in the United States so that fuel can be available· for domestic
needs and so that we can maintain our·role as a major supplier of uranium
enrichment services needed for the peaceful uses of atomic energy in other
countries.
· ··
In view of the important responsibilities that would be placed on the
Administrator of ERDA by the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act~ \'le have reviewed
carefully the Bill as amended by the JCAE and the accompanying report.
We are somewhat concerned that the report might in the future be
interpreted to limit the Government's actions in a way that was not
intended by the Committee when it approved the Bill. The Administrator
has asked me to convey _for your consideration our understanding of
certain responsibilities of the Administrator of ERDA under the proposed
legislation, which responsibi-lities might prove to be ambiguous if not
clarified in the legislative history. If you concur~ we would appreciate
it if you would comment on these points during Floor consideration of the
Bill or, if you desire, use all or part of this letter as a means of
clarifying the matter involved.
I should also point out that I am~ot taking issue with the Bill as
amended, or with the report as such; however, I do l<Jish to ·oe certain
that the responsibilities of the Administrator under the legislation
are. not ambiguous.
'·
It is my understanding that the Administrator would be authorized to
enter into cooperative arrangements, i.e. ·contracts, upon their approval
by the Congress and subject to the enactment of the necessary
appropriations language, with private firms wishing to finance, build,
m·m and operate uranium enrichment plants.

.Honorable John 0. Pastore

- 2 -

The Government processes and know-how and such machinery and technology
as the Government will supply to private firms \•/ill be paid for by private
firms through royalties and through charges for materials and equipment. -~~
If a private finm is unable to complete an enrichment facility. or bring it into commercial operation, .the Government would have authority .to tak~
over that project to complete-the facility, unless there are more economical.
alternatives for providing the requisite enriching services to customers
of that facility, and to assure that services are available when needed.
This is most important since the enrichment services will be contracted
for and vital to the nuclear power plants that will be designed and in
construction. Although the possibility of a takeover is remote, the
legislative _authority for it_ should nonetheless be clear. ·
·.

The ~ooperative arrangements would, of necessity, contain contractual
obligations concerning takeover of the.facilities by the Government if
the private sector cannot complete them or bring them into commercial
operation. Such an undertaking would be.authorized by Subparagraph a(S)
of Section 45 (which would be added to Chapter 5 of the.Atomic.Energy
Act by Section 2 of the proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act. The
Subparagraph also appears on page 16 of the Committee's Report.). While
this seems quite clear, I want to be certain that the ••guarantee .. that
is referred to several times throughout the report does not restrict
the Government•s rights and obligations concerning the_takeover. It
is in the best interest of the Government to be clear that there is
nothing to impede or limit its ability to take over a project \'lhich a
private firm \•/as unable to complete or bring into commercial operation.
In addition, while the Government guarantees with respect to a diffusion
plant project are expected to expire after a year of operation of the
completed plant, the guarantees for centrifuge projects ·are expected to
be somewhat broader in scope and time, reflecting the comparative status
of technical and economic knowledge.
·
The concept of 11 cannot complete or bring into commercial operation 11 is
not described in the report, although there is some legislat1ve.history
that indicates that these terms include such factors as the inability
to obtain long-term commercial financing or necessary Governmental
authorizations to construct or operate the projects. t.Je wo.tild construe ·
these terms rather broadly so as not to raise any restrictions on the
Government's ability to take over.
I recognize, as set forth in the aforement,ioned Subparagraph a(5} that
the Government•s contingent obligation extends only to the equity or
the debt that applies to investors or lenders who are citizens of the
United States, or corporations or other entities owned or controlled
by citizens of the United States.

\~

''•,,

.

._

.-.;

.

- 3 -

Obviously the terms of each proposed cooperative arrangement will be
lengthy and cannot be covered in detail in this letter. Ho1t1ever, each
cooperative arrangement must stand on its m'ln merits and terms, as
each will be negotiated by ERDA, and cannot be signed until it has
been reviewed and approved by the Congress.
We are most grateful for the valuable contributions that the Joint
Committee has made in its action on this Bill and trust that it will
provide the basis for prompt action by the full Congress. I hope
that the observations and comments in this letter will also be
beneficial in advancing the program and assuring our mutual objective
of expanding uranium enrichment capacity in the United States.
Sincerely,

}-:s1.- w~:!::-fJ;;
General Counsel

cc: Senator Howard Baker

\
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 17, 1976

TO:

CANNON
NNOR

FROM:

SCHLEEDE

I just learned about the attached letter
from George Murphy to Bob Fri which
apparently has been mislaid in Fri's
office for the last week.
The letter asks for clarification of:
The President's reference to the
Portsmouth add-on as complementary.
Bob Fri's statement that the "order
book" would not be reo~ed/

I'm working with
Attachment

O~~J1r1r '1~a

V(
~

response.
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Juno 9, 1976

..
,

ln.a news conterenoe on~ 26, 1976, the P~esident indicated

..

that he would ask Congress to approprlate $170 million tor
n 1977 to proo••ct 'W.1th the dea:tgn, planta!ng and procuremcn~
ot long leac.\t1~ · oonatruction tor the F'ox-tamouth plant.. The
h'e$1<lent inaioatod that this would be a "compleDlenta.ry back-

up sy~tem for e~panding existing Federal uranium enrichment
capae1ty if private venturas are unable to ~eet an t~e th~

neede of

u.-S ..' and.

fo:taign. customers.tt

.

~

-

-

~

on June 8 you p:'Ovided a br1ef1ng to the Env;t.ron. mental: Study .Conterenoe in tlte Ray'bu~n Building. It i.s unQ.ct-Subaequ&ntl:~

111

.3tood that during t.ne br+ering you commented to the etteet that
tn~. ad~-on plant at Portsmouth would not necessa~ily "open
up the order book"~ but rather woul~ ba used to fultill e1ist1ng ERDA condi~ipnal enriching contracts~ to decrease the
.
ta1la assay ao t~ae less uranium would De use4, ana to p~ovi4e
.baek-up en;rieheci\mater1al for\pri.va"t:'a enrichment plants.

Xt would b$ ·ap~~:~iatcd it yo~~ouid advise ~h~ Joint Co~1ttee
at YOtW earliest cpnven1ence ae 'to the purposes roro whic::h tne
~dd-on to the Portsmouth plant wou14 be used and nlso proviae
an olaboratio!i on. the meaning of the Prcs1dent•a.May 26~ 1976*
statement
-

~'bank JOU

tha~

-

tho add-on
at Po:'t&mouth woulo'be
"complementary".
.
. .......__ .
..
tor yo~ assiatanea in this mattct' ..
.

. fl·!"'·• . . "
~ .. ,.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

RECOMMENDED TELEPHONE CALL
TO:

Congressman Melvin Price, in his role
as senior Majority House Member of the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, and
Floor Manager for the Nuclear Fuel
Assurance Act(uranium enrichment).

DATE:

June 23, 1976

RECOMMENDED BY:

Max Friedersdorf, Jim Cannon, Jim Connor

PURPOSE:

., To encourage him to press hard with the
Speaker for prompt floor action on the
Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act(NFAA).

BACKGROUND:

After revising your proposal, the JCAE
reported the NFAA on May 14 by a vote
of 15-0. It has not been scheduled for
floor action in either house because,
according to the leadership, the schedules
are jammed with other bills.
It is included
on whip notices in both houses--to be taken
up whenever there is an opening. Our best
information is that a strong push by Cong.
Price with the Speaker might get the bill
to the floor. We need the bill as soon as
possible in order to (a) get the follow-up
appropriations language and {b) have time
for approval of individual contracts -- all
before the end of this session. Meanwhile,
the authorization for the add-on plant and
the $178.8 million in appropriations is
going ahead because that is authorized in
the ERDA authorization bill as well as the NFAA.

TOPICS OF

1.

We need to move ahead quickly with actions
to expand uranium enrichment capacity in
this country.

2.

As I have indicated, I will accept the
NFAA as reported by the JCAE on May 14.

3~

Since the JCAE is solidly behind the
bill and a rule has been granted, I understand that all that is needed is a strong
push from you to get the bill on the

•

~. DISCUSSION:

floor and passed.

~~.

'

-~..,

. --·- -- ----------·--- -~------~-~-- _ _.:_~:'"C1.·.,.-.;-:-::_·_..

. -·

.··

June 23, 1976

Action

4.

We need this authorizing legislation in
order to get the appropriations language
ne~ded to cover the contingent liability
for private ventures, and so that contracts
can be submitted for Congressional review.

5.

Uranium enrichment is too important to
risk delays that might take us beyond
the end of this session before firm
commitments are made .

.,

-----------------------------------------------

,

THE WHITE HOUSE

(

WASHINGTON

RECOMMENDED TELEPHONE CALL
TO:

Congressman Melvin Price, in his role
as senior Majority House Member of the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, and
Floor Manager for the Nuclear Fuel
Assurance Act(uranium enrichment}.

DATE:

June 23, 197 6

RECOMMENDED BY:

. d ers d or f , J'1m .c annqn,
Max F r1e

PURPOSE:

To encourage him to press hard with the
Speaker for prompt floor action on the
Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act{NFAA).

BACKGROUND:

After revising your proposal, the JCAE
reported the NFAA on May 14 by a vote
of 15-0.
It has not been scheduled for
floor action in either house because,
according to the leadership, the schedules
are jammed \vith other bills. It is included
on whip notices in both houses--to be taken
up whenever there is an opening. Our best
information is that a strong push by Cong.
Price with the Speaker might get the bill
to the floor. We need the bill as soon as
possible in order to {a) get the follow-up
appropriations language and {b) have time
for approval of individual contracts -- all
before the end of this session. Meanwhile,
the authorization for the add-on plant and
the $178.8 million in appropriations is
going ahead because that is authorized in
the ERDA authorization bill as well as the NFAA.

TOPICS OF
DISCUSSION:

1.

We need to move ahead quickly with actions
to expand uranium enrichment capacity in
this country.

2.

As I have indicated, I will accept the
NFAA as reported by the JCAE on May 14.

3.

Since the JCAE is solidly behind the
bill and a rule has been granted, I under~
stand that all that is needed is a strong
push from you to get the bill on the
floor and passed.
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We need this authorizing legislation in
order to get the appropriations language
needed to cover the contingent liability
for private ventures, and sq that contracts
can be submitted for Congressional review.

5.

Uranium enrichment is too important to
risk delays that m~ght take us beyond
the end of this session before firm
commitments are made.

June 23, 1976

Action.__________________________________________________

WA5HINCTO•~

June 25, 1976

ADMINISTRATIVELY "e8HFIDEH'3?i1tb

MEMORANDUM FOR:

MAX FRIEDERSDORF
JIM CANNON

FROM:

JIM CONNORJ-1!'(,:

SUBJECT:

Results of Telephone Call
to Congressn'1an Melvin Price

Confirming phone call to Max Friedersdorf' s office earlier today
the President made the following notation on your Recommded Telephone
Call to Congressman Melvin Price.

"6/24/76 -10:45 P.M.
Will urge Tip O'Neill to schedule a definite day
this week.
Get John Rhodes to p:-essure Speaker and Tip to
do same.
Mel is all with us. "
Please follow-up with appropriate action.

cc: Dick Cheney

Jt.=S 23, 1976
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UNITED STATES

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

JUN 2 8 1976

Mr. George F. Murphy, Jr.
Executive Director
Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy
Dear Mr. Murphy:
In Mr. Fri's absence, I am replying to your June 9, 1976 letter which
asks for elaboration on comments concerning an add-on uranium enrichment
plant at Portsmouth, Ohio made by the President on May 26 and on those
which Mr. Fri made on June 8 in a briefing to the Environmental Study
Conference in the Rayburn Building.
The President's comment that a Portsmouth add-on plant would be a
"complementary backup system for expanding existing Federal uranium
enrichment capacity" was intended to convey the point that the
additional enrichment capacity from an add-on plant could be used
to fulfill orders already on ERDA's books and to supplement the
national stockpile of enriched uranium. Thus the add-on plant would
not interfere with the objective of creating competition in the supply
of uranium enrichment services, which competition will benefit consumers of electric power produced from nuclear energy. The additional
enrichment capacity provided by an add-on plant, instead, could be
effectively utilized, through reduction in the tails assay, to achieve
better nuclear fuel production economics for the Government plants and
to conserve our limited natural uranium resources. (Additional information on the fuel production aspects is presented in the attachment).
To the extent that any additional enrichment capacity beyond that needed
to reach this more desirable tails assay level is available, it could
be used to increase the national stockpile of enriched uranium -- in
the form of separative work units -- thus backing up the commitment that
enriched uranium will be available when needed by both domestic and
foreign customers.
For the reasons cited above, we would not plan to begin accepting new
enrichment service orders based upon capacity that could be provided
by an add-on plant. Furthermore, there is no need for ERDA to begin

George F. Murphy, Jr.

- 2 -

accepting such new orders. The four private firms that plan to finance,
build, own, and operate enrichment plants are already negotiating with
prospective foreign and domestic customers, and the order books are open.
If ERDA began taking orders now, ERDA would be in direct competition with
the four private firms for customers. This could lead potential customers
of the private firms to delay in placing orders needed now by the private
ventures. If ERDA competition, or the threat of competition, were to
cause one or more prospective private enrichers to drop out, an enrichment
industry of initially reduced competitiveness would result. The Federal
Government would then find itself in the position of having to commit
~dditional billions of dollars to build more enrichment capacity to
make up for the capacity that private industry would otherwise finance
and provide. Thus, action by ERDA to take additional orders would be
directly contrary to one of the major purposes of the NFAA - creation of
a private, competitive uranium enrichment industry.
If you have further questions in this matter, we would be glad to discuss
them with you.
Sincerely,

Assistant Administrator
for Nuclear Energy
Attachment
As stated above

ATTACHMENT
Fuel Production Improvements that Can Result from Add-on Plant Capacity
ERDA's entire enrichment capacity, including the 60% increase in enrichment capacity
which will result from the cascade improvement and cascade uprating programs at
the existing three Government enrichment plants, has been fully committed since
mid-1974 under long-term contracts. ERDA is currently committed by these contracts
to supplying enrichment services for 211 domestic nuclear power reactors and 154
foreign nuclear power reactors, which will produce a combined total of 328,000
electrical megawatts.
With respect to existing ERDA contracts for uranium enrichment services, recent
changes in uranium ore markets have created a situation where nuclear fuel orders
would, ideally, be filled with the use of more enrichment capacity so that less
natural uranium would be needed. More specifically, fulfillment of ERDA's existing
enrichment services contracts would probably require operation of the Government
plants at tails assay of about 0.37% U-235 in the absence of the use of plutonium
fuel. Even with plutonium recycle, operation at about 0.29% U-235 would be required. Neither of these levels would permit production of nuclear fuel in an
economic fashion. Moreover, operation at such levels would be inconsistent with
the national objective of conserving our limited natural uranium resources by
using them as effectively as possible.
More specifically, based upon our present knowledge of potential uranium concentrate
production capability, the domestic uranium supply industry may not be in a position
to meet the feed requirements associated with tails assaysas high as 0.37% U-235.
Attainable production from domestic sources could, in the early 1980's, reach a
level of around 33,000 tons of U308 per year. The feed requirements for ERDA's
fully improved and uprated enrichment complex operating at 0.37% U-235 tails
assay would be approximately 75,000 tons of u3o8 per year, of which approximately
50,000 tons would have to be delivered by domestic customers. Add-on enriching
capacity at Portsmouth could be utilized for reduction of the ERDA tails assay and
would concomitantly result in a more realistic production requirement for the
domestic uranium supply industry. Furthermore, such reduction in tails assay
would result in a greater potential for expansion of the use of nuclear energy
in the U.S. through more effective use of our limited domestic uranium resources.
This problem has been recognized for some time and was identified in Dr. Seamans'
testimony before the JCAE on December 2, 1975. It has been expected that new
private domestic capacity, in addition to serving new customers, would also
assist existing ERDA customers. This would be accomplished by permitting ERDA
customers to plan their requirements for enriching services on the basis of a
lower ERDA plant tails assay and of the availability of additional SWU purchases
from new private plant capacity. This would be implemented through the so-called
variable tails assay option which ERDA will offer to its fixed commitment customers
by the mid-1980's (or limited terminations of ERDA customer contracts in favor
of new domestic capacity). In all such instances, however, ERDA plants would
continue to operate at their normal 28 million SWU capacity, albeit at lower
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tails assay, and thus ERDA would continue to receive revenues based on that
operating level. It is our understanding that prospective private enrichers
are already marketing on the basis of this option to ERDA customers. These
marketing efforts are based upon the economic advantages to existing ERDA
customers of purchasing more swuts from new capacity while lowering their
total uranium feed requirements.
An ERDA add-on plant with a capacity of 8.75 million swuts per year would
provide the additional SWU capacity to permit existing ERDA customers to be
served at a tails assay of about 0.25% U·-235 assuming no recycle of plutonium
recovered from spent fuel, or about 0.20% U-235 assuming plutonium recycle.
Inasmuch as the estimated cost of swuts from the add-on plant would be
substantially higher than from the existing facilities, the use of the add-on
plant to improve the operating characteristics of ERDAts three-plant complex
through reduction in tails assay would have to be reflected in an increase in
the cost per SWU borne by ERDAts existing customers. However, as mention~d
previously, this would result in better total nuclear fuel costs.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 28, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CANNON .I
JIM CONNOR
JIM MITCHELL
CHARLIE LEPPERT
BILL
NDALL

FROM:
SUBJECT:

"

RIFYING LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

FOR~

Attached is a copy of the letter ERDA recently sent to
Senator's Pastore and Baker and Congressmen Price and
Anderson in an effort to clarify the legislative history
of the Nuclear Fuels Assurance Act with respect to the
scope of guarantees and the authority to take over
private ventures.

Attachment.

ENERGY RESEARCH ANC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20545

June 15, 1976

Honorable John 0. Pastore, Chairman
Joint Corrmittee on Atomic Energy
Congress of the United States .
Dear l·1r •. Chairman:
.

.

.

The recent action by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in reporting
out the proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act is most gratifying. Passage
of the Bill wi ·11 pro vi de the basis for expanding uran i urn enrichment
·capacity in the United States so that fuel can be available for domestic
needs and so that we can maintain our role as a major supplier of uranium
enrichment services needed for the peaceful uses of atomic energy in other
countries.
. . . ..
.
. . .
In view of the import~nt responsibil.ities that would be placed on the
Administrator of ERDA by the Nuclear Fuel Assurance 1\ct, \·le have revie>.·red
carefully the Bill as amended by the JCAE and the accompanying report.
We are somewhat concerned that the report might in the future be
interpreted to limit the Government's actions in a way that was not
intended by the tommi ttee \'lhen it approved the Bill • The Administrator
has asked me to convey .for your consideration our understanding of .
certain responsibilities of the Administrator of ERDA under the proposed
legislation, which responsibilities might prove to be ambiguous if not
. clarified in the legislative history. If you concur, t'le ;·10uld appreciate
··it .if you Hould cmnment on these points during Floor consideration of the
Bill or, if you desire, use all or part of this letter as a means of
.clarifying the matter .involved •
. I should also point out that I am·n9t taking issue with the Bill as
amended, or with the report as such~ however, I do wish to;be certain
that the responsibilities of the Administrator under the legislation
are. not ambiguous.
·.·
·
It is my understanding that the Administrator \•IOuld be authorized to
enter into cooperative arrangements, i.e. contracts, upon their approval
by the Congress and subject to the enactment of the necessary
appropriations language, Nith private firms \>lishing to finance, build:.
O\'ln and operate uranium enrichment plants.

·-'

~-

.. Honorable John 0. Pastore
The Governrr.ent processes and knm·t-hm'l and such machinery and technology
as the Govet~nment \·till supply to private firms \·Jill be paid for by private
firms through roya~ties and_through charges fo: materiQls_a~d equipm~nt.
If a private firm 1s unable to complete an enr1chment fac1l1ty or bnng
it into commercia 1 operation, the Government Houl d have authority .to take_over that project to complete the facility, unless there are more economical
alternatives for providing the requisite enriching services to customers
of that facility, and to assure that services are available \'lhen needed.
~his is most important since the enrichment services will be contracted
for and vita·l to the nuclear pm.,rer plants that vlill be designed and in
construction. Although the possibility of a takeover is. ·remote~ the
legislative authority for it sho~ld nonetheless ~e clear. ·
The cooperative arrangements Nould, of necessity, contain contractual
obligations concerning takeover of the facilities by the Government if
the private sector cannot complete them or bring them into commercial .
. operation. Such an undertaking Nould be authorized by Subparagraph a(5)
of Section 45 (\·thi ch would be added to Chapter 5 of the ·Atomic. Energy
Act by Section 2 of the proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act. The
Subparagraph also appears on page 16 of the Committee's Report.). While
this ·seems quite clear, I want to be certain that the "guarantee'' that
is referred to several times throughout the report does not restrict
the Government's rights and obligations concerning the takeover. It
.is in the best interest o.f the Governrr.ent to be clear that there is
nothing to impede or limit its ability to take over a project which a
private firm was unable to complete or bring into commercial operation.
In addition, while the Government guarantees with respect to a diffusion
plant project are expected to expire after a year of operation of the
completed plant, the guarantees for centrifuge projects are expected to
-be somewhat broader in scope and time, reflecting the comparative status
of technical and economic ~nowledge.
The concept of "cannot complete or bring into cotmtercial operation" is
not described in the report, although there is some legislat1ve.history
that indicates that these terms include such factors as the inability
to obtain long-term commercial financing or necessary Governmental
authorizations to construct or operate the projects. He \oJotil d construe
these terms t·ather broadly so as not to raise any restrictions on the
Government's ability to take over.
l recognize, as set forth in the aforementio~ed Subparagraph a(5} that
·the Government's contingent obligation extends only to the equity or
the debt that applies to investors or lenders who are citizens of the
United States~ or corporations or other entities owned or controlled
by citizens of the United States.
·
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Obviously the terms of each proposed cooperative arrangement vtill be
lengthy and cannot be covered in detail in this letter. However~ e~ch
cooperative arrangement must stand on its own merits and terms, as
each \·till be negotiated by ERDA, and cannot be signed until it has
been reviewed and approved by the Congress.
We are most grateful ·for the valuable contributions that the Joint
Committee has made in its action on this Bill and trust that it will
provide the basis for prompt action by the full Congress. I hope·
that the observations and comments in this letter will also be
beneficial in advancing the program and assuring cur mutual objective
of expanding uranium enrichment capacity in the United States.
Sincerely,

l ,,,, 0 _J{J--·
· · Y:~ A . vv ~ l..XJvl

,n

0

. cc:

James A. Hi 1derotter
General Counsel

·

Senator. Hm·tard Baker
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WAS,H IN GTO N

June 29, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CANNON ./
JIM CONNOR
MAX FRIEDERSDORF
BILL KENDALL
CHARLIE LEP ERT
JIM MITCHE

FROM:

GLENN SCHL

Attached FYI is a copy of ERDA's
Murphy (JCAE) letter concerning:

George
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UNITED HATES

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

••

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

JUN 2 8 1976

Mr. George F. Murphy, Jr.
Executive Director
Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy
Dear Mr. Murphy:
~n

Mr. Fri's absence, I am replying to your June 9, 1976 letter which
asks for elaboration on comments concerning an add-on uranium enrichment
plant at Portsmouth, Ohio made by the President on Hay 26 and on those
which Mr. Fri made on June 8 in a briefing to the Environmental Study
Conference in the Rayburn Building.
The President's comment that a Portsmouth add-on plant would be a
"complementary backup system for expanding existing Federal uranium
enrichment capacity" was intended to convey the point that the
additional enrichment capacity from an add-on plant could be used
to fulfill orders already on ERDA's books and to supplement the
national stockpile of enriched uranium. Thus the add-on plant would
not interfere with the objective of creating competition in the supply
of uranium enrichment services, which competition will benefit consumers of electric power produced from nuclear energy, Yne additional
enrichment capacity provided by an add-on plant, instead, could be
effectively utilized, through reduction in the tails assay, to achieve
better nuclear fuel production economics for the Government plants and
to conserve our limited natural uranium resources. (Additional information on the fuel production aspects is presented in the attachment).
To the extent that any additional enrichment capacity beyond that needed
to reach this more desirable tails assay level is available, it could
be used to increase the national stockpile of enriched uranium -- in
the form of separative work units -- thus backing up the commitment that
enriched uranium will be available when needed by both domestic and
foreign customers.
For the reasons cited above, we.would not plan to begin accepting new
enrichment service orders based upon capacity that could be provided
by an add-on plant. Furthermore, there is no need for ERDA to begin
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accepting such new orders. The four private firms that plan to finance,
build, own, and operate enrichment plants are already negotiating with
prospective foreign and domestic customers, and the order books are open.
If ERDA began taking_orders now, ERDA would be in direct competition with
the four private firms for customers. This could lead potential customers
of the private firms to delay in placing orders needed now by the private
ventures. If ERDA competition, or the threat of competition, were to
cause one or more prospective private enrichers to drop out, an enrichment
industry of initially reduced competitiveness would result. The Federal
Government would then find itself in the position of having to commit
additional billions of dollars to build more enrichment capacity to
m~ke up for the capacity that private industry would otherwise finance
and provide. Thus, action by ERDA to take additional orders would be
directly contrary to one of the major purposes of the NFAA - creation of
a private, competitive uranium enrichment industry.
If you have further questions in this matter, we would be glad to discuss
them with you.
Sincerely,

~;r&

Richard W. Roberts
Assistant Administrator
for Nuclear Energy
Attachment
As stated above
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ATTACHHENT
Fuel Production Improvements that Can Result from Add-on Plant Capacity
ERDAts entire enrichment capacity, including the 60% increase in enrichment capacit)
which will result from the cascade improvement and cascade uprating programs at
the existing three Government enrichment plants, has been fully committed since
mid-1974 under long-term contracts. ERDA is currently committed by these contracts
to supplying enrichment services for 211 domestic nuclear power reactors and 154
foreign nuclear power reactors, which will produce a combined total of 328,000
electrical megawatts.
With respect to existing ERDA contracts for uranium enrichment services, recent
changes in uranium ore markets have created a situation where nuclear fuel orders
would, ideally, be filled with the use of more enrichment capacity so that less
natural uranium would be needed. More specifically, fulfillment of ERDA's existing
enrichment services contracts would probably require operation of the Government
plants at tails assay of about 0.37% U-235 in the absence of the use of plutonium
.fuel. Even with plutonium recycle, operation at about 0.29% U-235 would be required. Neither of these levels would permit production of nuclear fuel in an
economic fashion. Moreover, operation at such levels would be inconsistent with
the national objective of conserving our limited natural uranium resources by
using them as effectively as possible.
More specifically, based upon our present knowledge of potential uranium concentrat1
production capability, the domestic uranium supply industry may not be in a positio1
to meet the feed requirements associated with tails assaysas high as 0.37% U-235.
Attainable production from domestic sources could, in the early 1980's, reach a
level of around 33,000 tons of U308 per year. The feed requirements for ERDA's
fully improved and uprated enrichment complex operating at 0.37% U-235 tails
assay would be approximately 75,000 tons of u3o8 per year, of which approximately
50,000 tons would have to be delivered by domestic customers. Add-on enriching
capacity at Portsmouth could be utilized for reduction of the ERDA tails assay and
would concomitantly result in a more realistic production requirement for the
domestic uranium supply industry. Furthermore, such reduction in tails assay
would result in a greater potential for expansion of the use of nuclear energy
in the U.S. through more effective use of our limited domestic uranium resources.
This problem has been recognized for some time and was identified in Dr. Seamans'
testimony before the JCAE on December 2, 1975. It has been expected that new
private domestic capacity, in addition to serving new customers, would also
assist existing ERDA customers. This· would be accomplished by permitting ERDA
customers to plan their requirements for enriching services on the basis of a
lower ERDA plant tails assay and of the availability of additional Sl~ purchases
from new private plant capacity. This would be implemented through the so-called
variable tails assay option which ERDA will offer to its fixed commitment customers
·by the mid-1980's (or limited terminations of ERDA customer c·ontracts in favor
of new domestic capacity). ln all such instances, hmvever, ERDA plants would
continue to operate at their normal 28 million S~~ capacity, albeit at lo~~r
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tails assay, and thus ERDA would continue to receive revenues based on that
operating level. It is our understanding that prospective private enrichers
are already marketing on the basis of this option to ERDA customers. These
marketing efforts are based upon the economic advantages to existing ERDA
customers of purchasing more SWU's from new capacity while lowering their
total uranium feed requirements.

An ERDA add-on plant with a capacity of 8.75 million SWU's per year would
provide the additional SWU capacity to permit existing ERDA customers to be
served at a tails assay of about 0.25% U·-235 assuming no recycle of plutonium
recovered from spent fuel, or about 0.20% U-235 assuming plutonium recycle.
Inasmuch as the estimated cost of Sl~'s from the add-on plant would be
substantially higher than from the existing facilities, the use of the add-on
plant to improve the operating characteristics of ERDA's three-plant complex
through reduction in tails assay would have to be reflected in an increase in
the cost per SWU borne by ERDA's existing customers. However, as mentioned
previously, this would result in better total nuclear fuel costs.

